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Let (G, K) be a Riemannian symmetric pair of the compact type and let V X K be 
the associated Cartan motion group. We establish a body of approximation 
theorems that permit the transfer of Fourier analysis from the group G to the Car- 
tan motion group. A> a consequence, we prow an analoguc of a theorem of de 
Leeuw concerning restriction of Fourier multipliers of the group IR to the group L. 
The latter theorem extends an earher result of R. L RubIn for the case where G = 
SO(3), K = SO(2), and V N K is the Euclidean motion group. ,(‘. 1986 AC&~IC PESS. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The idea of considering the real line as a limit of a family of circles of 
increasing radii, and thus relating Fourier analysis on the line to that on 
the circle is an important technique of classical harmonic analysis. A 
significant application of this technique is to the theorems of deLeeuw 141, 
which relate LP Fourier multipliers on R”’ to those on T”‘. The second of 
his theorems states: 
THEOREM A. Suppose that 1 < p < XI, and that @ is a bounded con- 
tinuous function on R”‘( g k”). For each ;C > 0, denote by Qr” the function on 
Z”‘( z tm) defined by the formula 
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Suppose that for some sequence {A,,} such that 2, -+ co, each QCnfl) is a 
Fourier multiplier of LP(T), and that 
sup lIl+$, = K< +nj. 
Then @ is a Fourier multiplier of LP(Rm) and 
(The expression /II IIIP denotes the norm of the operator on Lp induced by 
the multiplier in question.) 
Analogues of this theorem, in the guise of transplantation theorems for 
various special function expansions, have been obtained by various authors 
(e.g., S. Igari [lo], R. Strichartz [lS], A. Bonami and J.-L. Clerc [ 11) 
culminating in the work of Clerc [3] and of R. Stanton [ 171, who proved 
independently an analogue of Theorem A for compact symmetric spaces. 
Thus, let (G, K) be a Riemannian symmetric pair of the compact type [S, 
Chap. VII]. The role of U” is played by G/K and the role of [w” by V, 
where g = k + V is a Cartan decomposition of the semisimple Lie algebra g. 
Let n denote the class of K-class 1 highest weights of g; associate to each 
element b of n the element H, of V such that b(u)= (H,, u), (,, .) 
denoting the Killing form on g. Theorem 2.5 of [ 171 or Theoreme 2 of [3] 
can be stated as follows: 
THEOREM B. Let Q, be a bounded continuous Ad(K)-invariant function 
on V, and p be fixed in the range 1 < p < co. Suppose that for some sequence 
{ini such that A,,+ +a, the functions @(‘n’ defined on A by the formulu 
are K-spherical multipliers of LP(G/K), and that their operator norms ure 
untformly bounded. Then @ is a Fourier mutliplier of Lp( V). 
A further theorem of this type was proved by R. Rubin [15], who 
showed in the case where G = SO(3), K= SO(2), V= 0X2, how to relate Lp- 
Fourier multipliers on the Euclidean motion group M(2) (E (w2 >Q SO(2)) 
to Fourier mulipliers on SO(3). Rubin’s work is notable for being the first 
not to require any conditions of K-invariance on the multipliers. 
The main result of the present article (Theorem 2.3) is a generalisation 
both of Rubin’s theorem and of the Clerc-Stanton theorem. That is, we 
prove an analogue of deleeuw’s theorem in which the role of 8” is played 
by G and that of [w” by the semidirect product V >a K. Here G is any com- 
pact Lie group having an analytic involution g and a closed subgroup K 
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such that (GQ), c Kc Gg; k is the set of points in the Lie algebra g that are 
fixed by the involution 0 = dge; GQ denotes the fixed-point group of 8, and 
(G,), its identity component. 
The representation theories of the groups V >Q K and G are of course well 
understood, and one knows how to compute their Plancherel measures. 
Consequently, there is an entirely natural notion of Fourier multiplier for 
each of the groups. A more substantial issue is how, starting with an 
(infinite-dimensional) operator-valued function @ on the “dual” of V >a K 
one ought to define the associated family Q(i) of operator-valued functions 
on G. 
This is done by using techniques from [7]; Section 2 contains a sum- 
mary of this preliminary material and a statement of the theorem: in Sec- 
tions 335 we give the proof of the theorem. 
In a previous paper [6], we established these results for the case G = 
SO(n + I), K= SO(n). The present results were announced in Section 4 
of [S]. 
It is our hope that the techniques and ideas developed in this paper will 
find application to other problems of analysis on (particular cases of) Lie 
groups. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we will assemble the various prerequisites and give a 
statement of our main theorem. 
(2.1) Compact Symmetric Pairs 
Let (G, K) be a compact symmetric pair; thus G is a compact, connected 
Lie group (not necessarily semisimple) with involution v!? and (K”), c 
KG Kg, where K’ is the set of fixed points of 0. The basic properties of 
Riemannian symmetric pairs, where G is semisimple, are to be found in 
[S]; a nice exposition of the general case is to be found in Section 1 of 
[ 123. We shall adopt notation and terminology from these two sources 
without further explanation. 
Denoting ip by V, we have the Cartan decomposition g = k + V, and the 
Cartan motion group V >a K associated to G (where K acts by the adjoint 
action on V). We shall explore the relationship between analysis on G and 
harmonic analysis on V >Q K by use of the contraction maps 
n;: VXK-+G:(a,k)-+exp~~.k (2. > 0), 
A central tool in our proofs will be an approximation theorem for matrix 
coefficients, Theorem 2 of [7]. However, in [7] only the Riemannian case 
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was considered, whereas we wish to consider the general case. For that 
reason we will give here a resume of results of [7] in this slightly more 
general setting. Proofs are sufficiently similar to be omitted. 
The irreducible representations of G may be described by an obvious 
modification of Section 5 of [7 3, itself a variant of the Borel-Weil theorem. 
Thus, we let a be a maximal abelian subalgebra of I’, A = exp a, and let M 
be the centralizer of a in K. An irreducible representation of MA will have 
the form q @ erd , where q E I@, e@ E A and for m E Mn A, &““‘q(m) is the 
identity. (Henceforth, when we write q @ pi9 E (MA)- we will assume this to 
be the case.) Associated to 7 @e” we have an irreducible representation 
c(,~ of G which acts by the left regular representation in the space W,,,. The 
latter is defined by (5.4) (xvi) and (xvii) of [7], where M and A are as 
above and P, is as in [ 121. We note for future reference that if e’ia 0 q and 
e’@ @ q both belong to (MA)- then #J - #O E a and efCB #a) is trivial on 
Mn A. In particular, if C$ > q& this means hat 4 - do E 9, the lattice of K- 
class one weights of G. 
The generic irreducible representation of V >a K are simply described, as 
in Section 3 of 171, by the Mackey orbital analysis. Thus, given q E &’ and 
f$ea*+, the latter defined in (1.1) of [ 121, we have the irreducible 
representation pm.V of I/ >a K which acts in the space 
Hq= {,/‘EL’(K, -Hj): q(m),f’(km)=,f(k), tim~M,k~K) 
p,#Ju, k) f’(k,) = e’~‘Ad’k”“Ly(k ‘k,), L‘ E V, k, k, E K. 
We will denote by XE (V >a K)^  the set of generic irreducible represen- 
tations. It follows from Theorem 4.4 of [ 1 I] that X is a set of full 
Plancherel measure in (V x K)^ . 
(2.2) The Approximation Theorem 
The main result of [7], suitably modified, may now be stated 
(i) Suppose that q @es4 E (MA)-. Denote by 9$, the mapping 
f-flK forSEX&. Th en f or all 4, 9$,X& c Z’. Furthermore, this map- 
ping is an injection. 
(The second statement is not actually proved in [7]. It may be seen by 
using Matsuki’s classification of the K” orbits in G“/B. For a simple proof, 
see [S, Sect. 41.) 
At times, when CT = ai,,l we will find it convenient to write .@,, instead of 
%I. 
(ii) Note that if s is a K-fixed vector in %+,, , $ E 9 with s(k) = t for 
all k E K, then W, +d,q s. f = 9?q.,,{: This simple fact, combined with the 
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injectivity of :?R,,, allows us to write Theorem 2 of [7] in the following 
form. 
There exists a constant c = c( M,, M,, M,, f) such that whenever r$ E a* +, 
Ilull GM,, 11(~~+~)/41 d M2 and Il$o+v-A#11 d M?, we have 
In particular, for all $ E a* + with 1+4 - 51/O E.Y, 
whenever IIL’II d M, and III/II/A 6 M?. 
(iii) The above theorem yields the following: 
COROLLARY. Let e’* 0 q E (MA ) ^ , 
(a) Denoting hot se, the spuce Xti , ,,,,,,, 1 ti, one has 
,Y?, S.X>G “. r,NV 
and IJ, q is dense in X”‘. 
(b) If‘ y. is any element qf 9 then 
(2.3) Statement of’ the Theorem 
DEFINITION. A continuous operator-valued ,fimction @ on X is an 
assignment to every w = ($, q) E X of an operator @(CO) E &(,X3”) such that 
for fixed v] the function 
is continuous from a*+ into (I?~) with the strong operator topology. 
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Suppose that 1 < p < 03. A continuous operator-valued function CD on X 
is said to be a Fourier multiplier of Lp( V x K) if 
(i) @ is bounded, i.e., 
sup ll@(w)ll < + ;c; 
<r)C x
(ii) for every f E Lp n L2( V >Q K), the function c#$ defined a.e. on the 
dual of V x K by the formula 
Qvb, = @(WI .fb, 
is the Fourier transform of a function in Lp( V >a K); 
(iii) there is a constant A4 such that 
11-q ‘cm, G ~!l.f’ll,, 
for all f E Lp n L2( V >a K). 
(1) 
The smallest number M such that (1) holds is denoted ll/@lllP, and is 
called the p-multiplier norm of @. The set of Fourier multipliers of 
Lp( V XI K) is denoted MP( V x K). 
This definition is the natural analogue of the one applicable to compact 
groups given in [9], which we shall also use, with notations like those 
above. For example, we shall write M,,(G) and )ll.llli”, etc. when dealing with 
the compact group G. 
Given a continuous operator-valued function @ on X, and 3. > 0, we 
define an operator-valued function @‘“’ on the dual of G as follows. If 
e’@@iyvl((MA)^ let c‘=c~.~. In the case where $ is generic, we set 




If I+!J is not generic, we set @““‘(a) = 0. 
In (2), PO denotes the projection mapping from XV onto &ti,a%$.q. As 
before, we will sometimes write 9$,, for Ym+q. 
We can now state our version of the deLeeuw-Rubin theorem. 
THEOREM. Suppose that 1 < p < + r;), and that @ is a bounded continuous 
operator-valued function on X. Suppose that for some sequence {A,,} of 
positive numbers tending to + x, the functions @crtll ure Fourier multipliers 
qf LP(G) for all n and thut 
Then 0 E M,( V XI K), and (li@lllP < CM, where C is a constant determined by 
the groups G and K. 
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Remark. The procedure for defining @‘“I in (2) is to be compared with 
the corresponding definition given by Rubin [ 151, in which truncation of 
matrices is employed. 
3. APPROXIMATION OF INTEGRAIS 
The mappings n,(i > 0) of P’ x K into G induce mappings of functions f 
carried by V >Q K to functions f), carried by G. The purpose of this section is 
to define the mapping j+ ,fj and to derive an approximation result (3.3) 
concerning the integral .f‘and the integrals of the functions .f/ as i -+ + %. 
We begin with a further result concerning the mapping rr,. 
(3.1) LEMMA. There exists a neighbourhood Q x K of {0) x K in V >a K 
such that 
(i) Q is Ad(K)-invariunt; 
(ii) n,(Qx Kj is open; 
(iii) n, is injective on f2 x K. 
The simple proof of this result is left to the reader. 
(3.2) DEFINITION. Suppose that f~ C,( V >a K), and that ,f is supported 
in the set B x K, B being compact. For all sufficiently large ;I > 0, we have 
B z LQ, so we can define a function .I; on G by setting 
,f,(gj = 
i 
.fT-w on x,(iQ x K)? 
0 elsewhere. 
We come now to the result linking the integrals of f‘and of .fi. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Suppose f E C,( V x K) and that 3. > 0 is so large that f, is 
defined. Then 
(i) Jc.fj.(g) dg= VOI(GIK)~ ’ Jana lFIlsp, sin a( 
x JK:u fKf,(expCAd(kl j H] k>) dk, cf(k, Ml dH; 
(ii) there is a constant C (determined by ,f) such that, .f& all syfl 
ficiently large 2 
VrK 
f(o,k)dudkiiz. 
Proof: (i) As in [S], consider the mapping /I: (k&f, H) + Ad(k) H of 
(K/M) x a onto V(cf. [IS, V.6.33). Let $ be the mapping 
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of (K/M) x a onto G/K. The Jacobian factor for the change of measure 
induced by $ is given by the formula 
tiwg~)) = rI sin #x( iH) ri( kA4) dH. 
ztP. 
Moreover, Exp,,, is the composition with exp of the quotient mapping of 
G onto G/K, So 
x n sin ct(iH) d(kM) dH. 
?FP. 
(ii) We make the change of variables H + 1.H in the formula (i), and 
use the facts that V= dim a + card(P+ ), and that rc;, is one-one on A.0 x K 
to deduce that 
s G,fi.( g) dg = vol(G/K) ’ I. d’m ” 
X 
J s 
K;M KfW(k) H, kd 6 4kW dff. 
Now there is a constant C’ > 0 such that 
n 3. sin i, ‘cx(iH) - n x(iH) < $ 
ZFP. ZEP, 
for all A> 0, uniformly with respect to HE Q. Thus there is a constant 
C>O such that 
X 
j s 
KM Kf(Wk) ff, k, dk, d(kM) dH Gf (1) 
for all sufficiently large L. On the other hand, the Jacobian factor for the 




1 c’ )a J‘( v, k 1 dv dk (2) 
and (ii) follows by combining ( I ) and (2). 
4. APPROXIMATION OF FOURIER TRANSFORMS 
The family of mappings rtj, give rise, as we have seen, to qproximation 
between representations of V M K and mapping S’O~ 0 n,B; ’ deriving from 
representations (r of G; moreover, there are associated approximations of 
integrals carried by two groups. The second phase in the study of the 
action of the mappings n,. is to show that they give rise to approximations 
of traces of such a kind that one can effectively transfer Fourier analysis 
from G to V >Q K. 
(4.1) DEFINITIONS. (i) If ,fE C, ( V >Q K) and fl= o$,~ E 6, write 
f,(u) = 
This is a linear operator on X,,. 
(ii) If v = r~$,~ E G, write 
which is a bounded linear operator on .Xq for all $. 
A key ingredient in establishing the trace estimates is the fact that, if we 
begin with a fixed function f of the form F@ h on V >a K, where FE C,(V) 
and h is a trigonometric polynomial on K, then the families of operators 
f;,(a) andf(%ccac nj;n,~’ ) (as i. and 0 vary) are, in a certain sense, of “fixed 
finite rank”: see Proposition (8.6). We shall need a chain of lemmas. 
(4.2) bMMA. Let h hu u trigonomrtric pol~mtniul on K. Then there 
exists a,finite subset E of fi such that 
I h(k,k ‘) u(k) dk = 0 x 
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Proof If UE .%?“’ then for each k E K, u(k) E 8,. Considering .Z;. as a 
subrepresentation of L2(M) one easily checks that u(k)(m) = u(km, e). Thus 
u + u(.)(e) gives a mapping &? + L’(K) which intertwines the left regular 
actions of K. It is obvious that if ?/ # y’ the images of XT and Yy’ are 
orthogonal. 
To prove the lemma, suppose the contrary. Then since h is a 
trigonometric polynomial, the left regular representation of K on .?Yq 
would contain a certain fixed irreducible representation v as q runs through 
some infinite set of elements of I@. So it would follow that v occurs 
infinitely often in the left regular action of K on L’(K), which contradicts 
the Peter-Weyl theorem. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let h be a trigonometric polynomial on K, and let eili’ 0 
q E (MA): There is a subspace 2 of Xv such that if pp/ denotes the 
orthogonal projection of Xq onto 2, then 
(i) ~Pf(-%+v.slK ) c ..%$ + i,,‘l, k for ail :’ E 9; and 
(ii) SK h(k,k-‘) dk=O for all k,,E K 
and ail h Ef’, the orthogonal complement of3 in Xv 
Proof As in (2.2) (i), fix y. E 9 such that y,, is generic, and consider the 
chain of K-invariant subspaces ,G$ c 3; G s ,%$ = .X$ + ni’O,~, R c We 
claim that f can be taken to be &‘$, provided that n, is large enough. 
First, observe that, if Y& denotes the projection mapping into Cx;;,, then 
(i) holds with 9’f replaced by ,?&. This is because the operator 9& is 
defined by convolution with an appropriate kernel P,, on K (by the 
Peter-Weyl theorem); the operation of convolution with the measure P,,<, 
dk commutes with the restriction mapping (to K); and convolution with P,,,) 
leaves the space &$,(C) invariant. 
If (ii) were not to hold for # = XY,, and no sufficiently large, then the 
same irreducible representation of K would occur infinitely often in the 
decomposition of the left regular representation on X”, by (2.2)(iii). This is 
impossible. 
We come now to the “finite rank” results. 
(4.4) PROPOSITION. Let f = F@ h be a function on V >a K such that 
FE C,(V) and h is a trigonometric polynomial. Let E be the finite subset of 
6? in (4.2). 
(i) Suppose n E *E. Then 
.P(&$.,) = 0 for all $ E a* + (1) 
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Suppose 0 = atiL,tl with e@OqE(MA)-and 1>0. Then 
j‘(~~a~nj.~, ‘)=O 
and 
j&) = 0. 
(ii) Suppose q E E and let f and yf be as in (4.3). Then 
j‘(P!& =hJ ?f 





c9Ji,(a) 2;’ =BJj.(a) 9;-’ PF, 
Statements (6) and (7) are I-independent. 
Proof: (i)(l) Suppose UEX’~ and that $Ea*+. Then 
(6) 
= . ( F(c)e 
ti(Ad(k,,‘)<,) 
I 
h(h) u(k ‘k,) dk dv 
-v K 
=j F(v)e Wd(k;‘)r) h(k,k ‘) u(k) dk du. (7) I/ : 
If ,u~fiE, the second integral in (7) is zero, by Lemma (4.2). So (I) 
follows. 
(ii)(4) If u E X” we may write u = YYu + PY i u. Then applying (7) 
to PYu and PY I u, and using Lemma (4.3), we establish (4). 
(i)(2) If UEB,,A$, then 
‘k,) dk du 
=],,F(v)a(exp~)~K h(k& ‘)[B; ‘u](k) dk dv. 
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By Lemma (4.2) the second integral in (8) is zero if q $ E. 
(ii)(5) This follows from (8) and Lemma (4.3) 
(i)(3) If u~3yi,. and ~,EE, then by (3.3) 
x [s; ‘ul(exp(Ad(k,) H) k,k,) dk2 d(k, M) dH 
=vol(G/K) ’ j 1 n sin IjiH)i J F(E.Ad(k,) H) 
a CLSP, K:M 
x 
! 
i [o(exp( -Ad(k,) H)) .JA, 'u](k2) h(k,k,, ‘) 
x dk,d(k, M) dH. (9) 
By Lemma (4.2) the last integral is zero if ye E &,E. 
(ii)(6) This follows from formula (9) and Lemma (4.3). 
Theorem (2.2) and Lemma (4.4) will now be combined to produce 
operator norm approximations for Fourier transforms (4.5), and sub- 
sequently trace approximations ((4.6), (4.7)) 
(4.5) PROPOSITION. The notation und ussumption ure as in (4.4). Let M 
he a jixed positive number. Then there exists u constunt C, determined hi> j 
and M, such thut 
(10) 
jor all sufficiently lurge i., all y E I@, und all y E .Y such that ~Iy/‘I.il < M, 
where 0 = Q(~ +,,),,,. 
Prooj: The left side of ( 10) is zero for all but finitely many q ((4.2)( 1 )). 
So it will suffice to prove (10) for a fixed q E I%?. By (4.4)(ii), the left side of 
(10) is the same as 
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Since the space 2 is finite dimensional, it will be enough to estimate the 
norm difference in (, I I ) for a fixed u E j. 
The approximation theorem (2.2) implies the existence or a constant C‘, 
such that for u = CT,+ + :,,,, I
According to (3.3), 
sin x(iH) j j f;(exp(Ad(k) H) kZ) 
k’>M K 
IF{;. H),f(Ad(k) H, X2) 
(t3j 
where 
Now W(l., H) may he regarded as an Ad(K)-invariant function on I/: and 
(14) 
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as I --f +co uniformly with respect to v E B (notation as in (3.2)). Further- 
more, we may appeal to the proof of Lemma (3.3)(n) to write the second 
term on the right side of (13) as 
i 
L,xKf(v’ k) W(/l, v)acx;(v, k) dvdk. (15) 
We deduce from (13) and (15) that 
i 
f(v, k) W(%, v) W,oc,n,(v, k) 3, ’ dv dk. 
vx K 
(16) 
But we may also write the last term in (16) as 
as i + tee by Theorem 2.2 and the fact that W is uniformly bounded. The 
0(1/I.) term in (17) has a bound depending only on ,f and M. Yet the 
integral in (17) is bounded in absolute value by lifli, 11 W(j., .)\I )( , which by 
(14) is 0( l/A’). By combining these last observation with (12) we see that 
the proof is complete. 
(4.6) LEMMA. Let @ he a bounded operator-vafued,function on X, andf u 
function on V X K of the form f = FQ h, where FE C,( V) and h is a 
trigonometric polynomial on K. Let M be a fixed positive number, and Q’ x K 
a given compact subset of V >a K. Then there exists a constant C (depending 
only on f and M) such that 
for all e’@@qE(MA)-, ‘J ~9 such that II($ +~)/2li GM, all (v, k) ~52’ x K, 
and all sufficiently large L. (The other notation is as in (4.4).) 
Proof We shall use the inequality 
ITrtUV)I d ~118~6~ II VII,, 
for linear operators on the finite-dimensional Hilbert space E (cf. [9: 
D. 391). 
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For simplicity of presentation, we shall drop the subscripts on p. Then if 
(c,~)E VxK, and if g=ai+Yq, 
ITr((@)(p) p(r, k)J - A“lm “vol(G/K) Tr{(@‘“!f;)(o) ~7 ‘x;(P, k))-)I 
^ 
- idim “vol(G/K) .9&a) ‘A, ’ Yf&‘,a(n,(u, k)) :‘A; ‘.+$]I (19) 
by (4.4)(6) and the symmetry of the trace. But the right side of (19) is at 
most 
By (8.6)(4). Since p is unitary [9, D. 391, implies that the first term inside 
the curly biackets is at most 
t-211 
for all sufficiently large 2, by (4.5). The first inequality in (21) results from 
the fact that YY projects .Xq onto a finite-dimensional space ,/ of dimen- 
sion say d,. 
Similarly, the second term inside the curly brackets in (20) is at most 
idI”’ ‘vol(G/K)Il.sA,,~Jo) 9, ’ 11 ?8(#‘i) ll,‘pu[p(C, k)-.?A,o(nj-(l~, k)) .~A, ‘,‘p,]ll,, 
(22) 




for all sufficiently large I. Also 
IIcPf[{J(C., k)--Hql,a(7Zj.(7', k, ‘StAn ‘~‘p,lll~~~ 
6dJp(c, k)-.JA,cr(77,(l, k)) .I, ‘cell #,fl’l, 
for all (0, k) E Q’ x I<, all y E .P such that jls//“Il < M, and all of the finitely 
many q E I@ for which the left side of (18) is not identically zero. This is due 
to Theorem (2.2). 
The inequality (19) results by collecting together the inequalities 
(21)-(25). 
We come now to the trace estimate that lies at the heart of the transfer of 
harmonic analysis from G to V XI K. 
(4.7) PROPOSITION. Let f and g he functions on V >a K having the sume 
form as the function f qf‘ (4.6). The other notation is as in (4.6) also. Then 
there exists G constunt c‘ depending on ,f; g, and M, such that 
lTr{@(p).h) i(o)j 
7 
- i’ d’m ’ vol(G/K)‘Trj@“‘(o).~‘(~) R,(g))1 G: 
.for ~11 q E &, ail ;’ E ./p such thut ily.iiIl 6 M, und all suffic.ientl?l /urge J. > 0. 
(The symbol p stands for /I,~, i ;) ,.,j and the synlbol o for o,,, , ,, ,, as in the 
proof of (4.6).) 
Proof The function g has compact support. So we may multiply the 
inequality (19) by g(zj, k) and integrate over V x K to see that 
f‘ 
- Ld’“’ ‘vol(GIK) Tr(@“‘(fl).f?,(v) g(aja71;))j <y (25) 
say, under the stated conditions of Lemma (4.6). But 
for some constant C, and all sufficiently large E, such that /1;‘:1*11 <M by 
(16), (17). We now imitate the arguments in the proof of Lemma (4.6) (cf. 
especially (21) to show that the term ?(a ) n ;) in (25) can be replaced by 
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while committing an error that is uniformly O( I/j,). One needs (26) and the 
fact that 
for all sufficiently large i. by (24). We omit the details. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM (2.2) 
To be able to perform the final estimates that make up the proof of 
Theorem (2.2) it will be necessary to introduce a regularisation procedure. 
We shall employ the results of J.-L. Clerc concerning summability with 
respect to a certain family of Riesz-Bochner means. 
According to 121, it is possible to choose a metric, a bi-invariant 
Laplacian on G, an inner product x on t’ and a dual inner product also 
denoted x, such that 
(a) hi agrees with the Killing form on t”; 
(b) z is orthogonal to t’“’ with respect to x; 
(c) each XE ?’ is an eigenfunction of the Laplacian, and the eigen- 
value R(x) corresponding to z is 
d denoting one-half of the sum of the positive roots. 
We shall abbreviate ti(., ) to (., .) in what follows. For each R > 0, one 
defines the function S, on @ by the formula 
In (2) II denotes the dimension of G; and, if r is real, 
(X if r>,O 
z i= 
1 0 otherwise. 
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It follows from [2], Theoreme 3 that the Fourier multipliers. 
are uniformly bounded on L”(G) whenever 1 6 p < z. (The operator Zr is 
the identity operator on ZL.) Moreover, 
(5.2) 
We associate with the family (S,} R,O two families of functions, carried 
by X and by a subset of X, respectively. 
DEFINITION. Suppose that R > 0. 
(i) Define the function ‘Y, on X by writing 
In (3), q~fi and $Ea*+. 
(ii) For &@~E(MA)^, KEY, define 
Notation. If q E k, we write d, for the dimension of ‘1, and we write 
dti + i’,~ for the dimension of CJ~ + i‘,,i. 
We proceed to establish relationships between d, and d, + ;,,‘I that will be 
crucial in the estimates to follow. 
DEFINITION. We say that Q is a proper sub-cone of a* + if 
(i) QEa*‘, and Q is a cone; 
(ii) for every sequence {4} in Q that tends to infinity, we have 
f&H,)+ +a for every CIE P,. 
Observe that the cone a*+ can be exhausted by an increasing sequence 
of proper sub-cones. 
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(5.3) LEMMA. Suppose that e”@ 0 q E (MA)* 
(i) There is a constant C > 0 such that 
4/i,.,.., n (ha)-d, n ($+%a) GCdd, n ($+?,a) 
3EP& XEP+ ZEP. 
,for all y E 9. 
(ii) Given any proper sub-cone Q of a* +, and E > 0, there exists a con- 
stant D such that 
&+;,,, fl (&d-d, n ($+:~r) <Ed,, n ($+~,a) 
IEP- XEP, IEP. 
for all ‘/ E B such that 117 I/ 3 D and y E Q. 
Proof (i) This is a simple consequence of the Weyl dimension formula. 
On the other hand, as & + cc in Q, the same product (9) tends to + m. So 
the second product on the right side of (8) tends to 1, whence (ii). 
(5.5) LEMMA. Suppose that q 0 e’$ E (MA)  ^and R > 0. Then there is a 
constant C > 0 such that, for all i > 0, 
c d,,,+Y,a < C(i.R)d’m ‘. 
ll;‘lI c LR 
Proqf: It follows from (7) that 
for certain constants C, and C,. So 
llyl/ C iR lli’ll < /.R 
d c, 
.r 
l8, ~ j.K lc4card’P-) dd 
= c, 1”” rdmh) + card(P+ ) 1 dr 
0 
= C,(IR)d’m “. 
We come now to the final steps in the proof of the theorem 
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(5.6) LEMMA. (a) To prove Theorem (2.2), it will suffice to establish the 
existence of a constant B such that 
for all functions f and g in the tensor product of C, ( V) with the space of 
trigonometric polynomials on K, and all R > 0. 
(b) For each q E A?, make a fixed (but arbitrary) choice qf’some $ = 
i(q) E a* such that q@efti E (MA)-. The left-hand side qf (10) is a s(,alar 
multiple of 
i, “y, c c 4 fY.rl SAR(PM +-,v.,~) 
~Etigc.9 (11) 
TrP(t+ti +y,..i.,,f(p (IL •t >) q‘!? P$ + i..l,q 1 “( 1’ 
ProoJ: (a) follows from the dominated convergence theorem and the 
fact that the element of Plancherel measure on X is 
db,.,) =d, 1,!1+ dWd( db 
See [ll]. 
(b) It will be helpful to recall that, for a fixed pair of functionsf; g of 
the form specified the sum in (5) over A? is actually a sum over a finite set 
E (Proposition (4.41). It is now easy to see that, by the definition of 
Riemann integral, the left side of (10) is the same as a multiple of 
In (12), we have dropped the subscripts on all but one of the y’s, and have 
written $ for $(q). 
There are now two steps to make. (i) The first is to show that one can 
replace YIR( p (IL + rJln,q) by S,,(pCti + vJln,q). (ii) The second is to show that one 
can replace 
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As to (i), it is simple to see that there is a constant C > 0 such that 
sAR(P$ + ;a,i.,q) = ‘R(P@ + yji,q) = O (13) 
if II?//1 > CIR, and v E E. Moreover, 
I yR(p~+,jn,,)-Sj.R(p~+,:,,,)l = 0 f 0 (14) 
as 3” -+ +cc, for each q E I%?, uniformly with respect to 7 E 9 Both (13) and 
(14) follow from a careful examination of the definitions of (3) and (4). 
Granted (13) and (14) we see that 
ITr{ . ..}I 1 fl (‘+;.)(HX)i j.Pd’m(u). 
ZEP, 
(15) 
But as i. --f +E, the sum in (15) approaches a multiple of 
which is finite. So the limit in (15) is zero, and (i) is established. 
As to (ii), we wish to compare 
with 
Let E > 0 be given. Choose a proper subcone Q of u* + such that 
ITr{~(p,,,),p(p)g(p)}I n d(H,)@<s. (18) ztP, 
Let Zif& and Iy& denote the partial sums of (16) and (17) respectively, in 
which the second summation extends over y E Q. Similarly, denote by I\tb 
and Zgh, the sums determined by the complementary set Q’= u*+\Q. 
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By Lemma (5.4)(ii) and ( I3), 
In estimating the other difference, we use Lemma (5.5). We see that 
by (18). The inequalities (19) and (20) establish (ii). 
(5.7) LEMMA. Suppose 1, > 0. Define 
Proof: By Lemma (8.9) there is a constant C, such that 
lTr { @(PC+  j,)/i.q )f(p) g(pj - VO~(G/K-)~ k2d’m y 
x Tr{,@(%+ + & f24 SM> I 
(22) 
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for all ‘I E I@, all YE.+’ and all sufficiently large A. By (22), (13), and 
Lemma (9.5), 
= 0. 
Conclusion qf’ Proqf of Theorem (2.2) 
It follows from Lemmas (5.6) and (5.7) that it will be enough to establish 
the existence of a constant B such that 
(23) 
for all pairs of functions .I and g of the form stated in Lemma (5.6). The 
sequence (;,,I is as in the statement of Theorem (2.2). Now 
- 
lim /Ii;l~~l < hm vol(G/K)’ AR’” ’ ll’@,‘~n~Illp ilsi,,R(h.)llp IIgJIp,t (241 
,1--r +I )I+ +r 
where we have written 
But it follows from the Clerc summability theorem and the assumptions of 
Theorem (2.2) that the right side of (24) is bounded by a multiple of 
On the other hand, Lemma (3.3)(ii) implies that 
with a similar statement for )Igj.,/),,,. So (23) follows from (24) and (25). 
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